Now Available

Stretch-A-Roo
Balloon Stretcher

The World’s Number One Balloon Stuffer

Turn 26 cents into $5 - $10 profit…..
Approximately every 3 minutes……
all day long ……. day after day!
That’s right. Here’s all you need.
a 26 cent balloon. a gift your
customer buys separately and the
Keepsake Stuffer - a unique, simplistic
devise which stretches and inflates
balloons so you can place almost any
object inside. even fresh flowers.

State-of-the-art technology……
Mechanical simplicity, lower cost…..
Now a system so simple yet complete,
it takes only 3 quick, simple steps per
operation (see steps below). Unlike
other models on the market, the Keepsake Stuffer is faster to operate, lighter,
unbreakable, more portable and is
guaranteed to be simpler to operate.

The ONLY
Compact
Portable
That is foot
controlled

Complete operations package.
It is made of the finest quality materials
and will give years of service . It comes
with a full 2 year warrantee, the Stretch
A Roo and a detailed operation manual
so you can get started right out of the
box…….

How did they get it IN the
balloon?
This is the question every customer
asks. This is the mystique which has
them standing in line, willing to spend
$5 - $10. To have their gift wrapped
this exciting new way. Almost any
item that can be stuffed through a 5”
opening can be placed in a balloon.
Everyone wants their gift to show
that special love and excitement they
feel for the recipient. This original
wrapping helps express that feeling.

RETURN INVESTMENT
POSSIBLE IN LESS THAN
30 DAYS !!!

The Keepsake

Stuffer

Is your best BUY!
Makes old inventory more
Attractive

Price
Quality
Versatility

All that hard to move merchandise
now instantly becomes more attractive
and easier to move with this attractive
wrapping. Make samplers and have
them for immediate sale…………..
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A. Now Available
optional
Stretch-A-Roo
Balloon Strstcher

Keepsake@srv.net
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A or B. Stretch a
18” balloon over
the 5” opening and
start the inflator

945 Dairy, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
1-800-982-4480
www.balloonstuffer.com

Three easy steps
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Stuff Balloon

Seal Balloon

Done

Lift Lid & Remove
Finished Balloon

Entire process takes approximately three minutes.

